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Time cannot be affected by gravity or any kind of matter or energy.  (Einstein's Theory is simply 

wrong:  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/too-many-are-turning-science-into-a-

religion/711197568959205,  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/gravity/710872032325092,  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/theory-of-

everything/713158368763125,  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/emc2-is-

rubbish/485479484864349)   Gravity affects mass no matter how small, and that is what all the 

observations have shown; but it does NOT affect time.  No energy or matter can affect time; because 

time is a DESIGNATED increment of our choosing.  Time is nothing more than an imagined concept, it is 

NOT tangible, the tangible has no effect or affect whatsoever on an INTANGIBLE, DESIGNATED concept 

like time; never has and never will.  (*yes, I am aware it should read "an instance of time."  Take it up 

with adobe; the software company that unilaterally decided they would no longer give me an 

authorization code for very expensive software I purchased from them; just because they wanted to 

force me to buy their newer versions; or I would have corrected it.) 
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I have been saying as much since first grade when we were shown an animated film strip of an astronaut 

that went into outer space while his brother stayed back on earth and then showed because he did so 

he came back barely aged while his brother was an old man.  I knew it was rubbish the first moment I 

saw it as a little kid and I will tell the world plainly WHY it is rubbish.  Gravity might affect an instrument 

set to measure time!  Gravity might affect even photons zipping past; or the flow of electrons, or 

ANYTHING tangible; anything with mass NO MATTER HOW SMALL; but it does not affect TIME; because 

TIME has NO MASS; it is nothing more than an INTANGIBLE, DESIGNATED concept of imagination!  

Likewise, mass NEEDS ENERGY to exist but ENERGY does NOT NEED mass to exist!  (Einstein's Theory 

and Equation is totally bogus in every way! 1) mass and energy cannot be equivocated in any way; they 

are most definitely NOT equal terms 2) the maximum velocity of mass is not the designated c^2 as has 

been shown in numerous examples cited in my notes; "quantum" physics has blown that fiction away 

many times over 3) TIME has nothing to do with forms of energy and mass (thought to be "natural")) 

  

So let me tell you what I do know about Space and Time.  I know only what our Creator has shown me; 

the rest of my knowledge may be faulty because it is based on the observations of mankind and what I 

have read of those observations. 

  

https://youtu.be/lktmmd7YnD8?t=1394 - Reality is not just Supernatural in Origin; it is Supernatural in 

Essence.  It therefore behooves every man, woman and child to KNOW and LEARN from our Eternal 

Creator!  (http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-16.htm The Supremacy of Christ15He is the image of the 

invisible God, the firstborn of all creation.16For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and 

on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities-- all things have 

been created through Him and for Him.17He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together.… 

and Jesus Promises the Holy Spirit…25"These things I have spoken to you while abiding with you. 26"But 

the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and bring 

to your remembrance all that I said to you. http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm  and  38Peter said to 

them, "Repent, and each of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins; 

and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.39"For the promise is for you and your children and for all 

who are far off, as many as the Lord our God will call to Himself."…  http://biblehub.com/acts/2-38.htm) 

  

For example, recently, observations of matter and energy in the Space Time Continuum, Fourth 

Dimension  (not to be confused with the fourth spatial dimension, or the virtually infinite spatial 

dimensions one might imagine in the universe), Universe, the House of GOD, has caused some to 

proclaim "the expansion of the universe is accelerating"! 

 http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-2011-nobel-prize-in-prize-physics/   This proclamation 

astonished scientists the world over because it has long been thought that the universe; primarily due to 
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entropy, was slowing down, cooling off; reaching a state of rather motionless equilibrium.  (The visible 

universe is in fact doing that; despite this recent proclamation otherwise).  Let me explain. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0mdH8NtJXE - note motions of spinning and wobbling spheres 

are commonplace not only in our solar system and galaxy but throughout the universe.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nqrdy1QK2A - note properties of fluid dynamics also common 

throughout the universe. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oauDyIu_swM - notice one source of energy, one velocity actually 

generates multiple velocities depending on the distance one is from the origin of any circle or sphere.  (A 

sphere can be rotating at a certain velocity but the distance one traverses at the surface is much further 

than the distance traversed close to the center or origin.)  SO IT ONLY APPEARS TO HAVE GREATER 

VELOCITY/DISTANCE TRAVERSED THE FURTHER AWAY FROM THE CENTER OF ANY ROTATING CIRCLE OR 

SPHERE ONE MEASURES OR OBSERVES.  (gear, circle, sphere close to the center looks like it is moving 

slowly, while the velocity of the outer rim appears to be moving quite rapidly EVEN THOUGH the circle 

has ONE COMMON rotating velocity generating the motion of the whole)  This is true for planets, suns, 

stars, atoms, solar systems, galaxies, AND YES; EVEN OUR universe!  (objects at the outer regions of 

spiral galaxies traverse greater distances and so APPEAR to be moving more rapidly than objects near 

the galactic center or origin, BUT a radius from the center of our earth, or the galactic origin on a 

computerized model of any rotating sphere would show WHY such an illusion is perceived AND it is the 

SAME reason for the misinterpreted observations of deep space.  (The rate of expansion of the universe 

is not accelerating at all; merely the further one looks into deep space, the more rapidly matter appears 

to be moving for the very same reasons a small gear moves a big tire so rapidly at the outer rim; even 

though the inner gear appears to be moving so slowly).  Objects observed in space that are further from 

the origin of the universe, GENERALLY speaking, will appear to be moving more rapidly (give the 

ILLUSION of accelerated expansion), objects closer to the origin, GENERALLY speaking, will appear to be 

moving more slowly; just like objects in our galaxy. 

  

http://www.qrg.northwestern.edu/projects/vss/docs/space-environment/3-orbital-lengths-

distances.html  - examine the data of our own solar system. 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_rotation  Mercury traverses less than half the distance of earth in 

about a quarter of the time earth takes to make a revolution around the sun, Venus about two-thirds 

the distance in just a small percentage less than two thirds the time (still moving faster around the sun 

with respect to the earth), Mars travels about one and half times the distance of earth around the sun 

but takes almost twice as long, Jupiter about 5 times the distance but now taking almost 12 times as 
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long,  Saturn almost 10 times the distance but taking almost 30 times as long, and so on.  When we 

compare distances and velocities traveled to objects with known gravitational influence like our sun; it 

would appear that the greater the distance the less that gravitational influence affects the velocities of 

objects orbiting it.  In other words, while a bicycle tire has rigid connection between the center of the 

wheel and the outer rim; there is only tenuous connection of objects in space (operating more like slip 

gears in a modern transmission that engage due to pressure and proximity; than a rigid bicycle tire) but 

nonetheless the analogy is observable that the laws of motion in objects close or far away are still 

governed by them.  Such that due to centripetal force and the conservation of momentum objects at the 

outer reaches of the universe would appear to be approaching the more rapid velocity of the initial 

velocity our Creator put it in motion to begin with; while matter closer to the origin would be moving 

more slowly (in general) and notwithstanding galactic, stellar, planetary collisions and/or explosions and 

the effects of gravity over time.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkWyM-M8o0c 

  

Thus our solar system properly demonstrates the common laws of motion, entropy, and various forms 

of energy contributing to entropy.  (ROTATING, REVOLVING, SPINNING, masses had at one time a higher 

initial velocity that is slowing down due to these factors)  IF the dream I had of HOW the LORD COULD 

POSSIBLY CREATE a NEW Heavens and earth (new universe) was HOW He made THIS present one, THEN 

velocities of matter at the outer portions of the universe would be CLOSER to the INITIAL outer velocity 

with which He set it all in motion (only APPEAR to be "accelerating expansion")  while matter CLOSER to 

the origin of universal mass (galaxies closer together in large numbers) would all be moving more slowly 

NOT just due to the initial slower velocity due to proximity to the origin of universal mass; but due to all 

the contributing factors and properties of forms of energy and matter that leads to entropy. 

  

http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/exotic/black_hole/- https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/too-many-are-turning-science-into-a-religion/711197568959205  I have watched 

documentaries on Hubble, looked at thousands of images, and as astronomers refer to these images, I 

ask myself if we are seeing the same thing based on their comments.  For example, I have NEVER seen a 

black hole, and every image they refer to for one, usually has massive bright light, which looks to me like 

massive burning matter (the OPPOSITE of a black hole by any standard definition).  In addition, 

 http://chemed.chem.purdue.edu/genchem/topicreview/bp/ch4/properties2.html  modern physics 

seems to like to redefine their definitions constantly, depending on which "scientist" one is conversing 

with.  If gases come from liquids and solids; then why do astronomers point to gaseous formations in 

space and say they are seeing the birth of stars or solar systems or galaxies?  In common laws of physics 

gases COME FROM liquids and solids; but in astronomy gases suddenly form liquids and solids (and 

based on my research, most of modern physics is full of such contradictions because people desperately 

want to APPEAR like they know what they're talking about; rather than sticking with solid facts). 
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Properties of gases are properties of gases whether in large or small quantities.  Based on my 

understanding of gases; in order for them to be visible (especially at the distances in the universe we are 

observing them), light, electricity, heat must be present (they are burning, or sufficient light is 

illuminating the region). And IF a formation APPEARS to be gaseous at great distances, how do we not 

know that it isn't actually relatively small quantities of liquids and solids that are burning more like a 

galactic mist, than gas.  And I said it in my note on gravity, astronomers want to say gravity causes the 

formation of stars; CLAIMING energy exists PRIOR to mass or is the CAUSE of accumulating visible mass 

together in order to start the fusion process of what gravity formed; but gravity is a property related to 

mass.  (which is why the misnomer "black hole", I consider to be preposterous; as every standard 

definition would imply both the absence of matter and light and yet every image astronomers use to 

CLAIM there is a "black hole" in fact shows the OPPOSITE; lots of MASS and lots of LIGHT - which makes 

it look like to me as if these people are lost in delusions; rather than science.)   

  

If they are claiming these gaseous formations are actually liquids and solids that we can see due to the 

presence of electricity, heat or other forms of energy acting upon the gases, it would then follow that 

the gases would NOT be solidifying to form stars at all; but rather would be consuming/dissipating in the 

process of giving off visibility in the first place.  (Every image I have ever seen; even series of images, for 

those claiming the "birth" of stars, simply show stars or stars either behind gaseous formations, or in 

front of gaseous formations, or within gaseous formations.  I have yet to see any series where it actually 

shows that previously there were no visible stars, and then there was and then the star started growing 

in size and brightness due to gravity and fusion like they drone on about.  (These people are talking like 

these things have been observed over time factually, and I am saying before the whole world SHOW 

ME!)   

  

And the reason for my skepticism is such claims by astronomers violate the very fundamental properties 

of liquids, solids and gases.  If mass is directly related with gravity, then the absence of mass "black hole" 

cannot be a gravitational force at all.  (YES, I am well aware of the CLAIM that at the center of the 

fictional black hole (I say fictional, because I HAVE NEVER SEEN ONE IN THOUSANDS OF HUBBLE 

IMAGES, let alone in the ones that are categorized as black holes!) but that their CLAIMS are the black 

hole is really a mass, that is super dense, not emitting light, but so dense it is attracting light.)  I just 

want to say BOGUS!; the moment any star or mass that was previously burning, would become SO 

POWERFUL that it attracts not just large mass/matter to itself; but even LIGHT; is the very moment you 

would find them claiming they are seeing the birth of stars and or galaxies!  If they are trying to say this 

density is SO EXTREMELY GRAVITATIONALLY POWERFUL that it actually compresses even billions of stars 

and all the respective energy into a solid mass, even a small solid mass; we would SEE EVIDENCE of 

objects in space sucking up whole galaxies. We would observe something like giant space vacuums that 

suck up all matter and energy; being drawn into actual dark abysses, but we don't!  Instead all galaxies 

that we have observed (can be seen); are MOST OBVIOUSLY emitting light and other forms of energy 

and mass; radiating, spewing off, throwing off, exploding off particles large and small into space!  (In 



other words, black holes are imaginary; except as defined and Created by GOD; known as the 

bottomless pit or abyss -http://biblehub.com/revelation/17-8.htm).  Essentially, a supposed black hole 

WOULD NEVER be an actual black hole, because mass; burning mass at that, stars, planets, heat, 

electricity, light, would all be gathered together by such dense mass and that dense mass would not be a 

hole at all but rather simply the core of a star or galaxy.  AND IF that was the CAUSE of such 

accumulation; that galaxy would have no reason to be spinning, revolving, rotating, UNLESS the core 

dense mass was doing so to begin with or the objects it was attracting were impacting it in such a way as 

to cause the total mass to start spinning (like if we kick a ball on one side or another; BUT if many people 

all kick that same ball at once from all around it, it doesn't spin at all; rather, the forces of the vectors 

cancel one another and it stops spinning if it was previously (gravity; especially, gravity on the scale of 

the imaginary "black holes", would NOT start a star, planet or galaxy spinning at all)).  The laws of 

motion that I have observed tells me THERE WAS AN OUTSIDE CAUSE that set mass in motion; and it 

had to be a cause greater in scope than all the mass and energy in the universe combined.  Go ahead! 

DROP many different objects on earth and see if gravity ever causes those dropped objects to start 

spinning all on their own!  So why would gravity in a galactic core or star be any different?  There might 

be some materials at the axis that might actually be susceptible to the rotation of our earth and the 

gravitational fields or electromagnetic fields (like we have observed concerning some galaxies; the ones 

falsely being presented as evidence for the fictional black holes), but GENERALLY gravity pulls objects to 

itself from all directions in straight vectors.  The fields are only moving because the mass is moving, and 

a relatively stable mass (not spinning; such naturally occurring objects in space are generally such due to 

explosions and collisions, and in sufficient time, entropy) STILL has gravity; so gravity CANNOT be the 

cause of all the spinning mass in the universe. 

  

I know what I have seen and at least in my own thinking the data supports this model better than any I 

have heard or read about from others. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri3R6vFVfEg 

  

Now an explosion that causes masses to collide (that are solids, as the burning and non burning liquids 

that collide in space tend to adhere and become a larger spherical shaped mass) can cause objects in 

space to change trajectories, vectors, and even tumble and spin; again just like a single kick of any ball 

can demonstrate or even multiple kicks at different times of impact.  BUT that is not how gravity works; 

especially in a quantity of scattered sizes and densities of matter.  The larger the quantity of matter, the 

more dense the mass; the more that dense object, due to gravity, exerts influence on all other objects of 

matter/mass nearby; such that it would draw such objects from all vectors around it directly to it 

(gravity in a large field of mass and matter causes the simultaneous kicks from all directions upon itself 

which would create a rather stationary object that was attracting to itself nearby mass and matter in 

equally straight vectors toward itself.)  SO IF AN EXPLOSION or EXPLOSIONS was what set everything 
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spinning, it would NOT have such uniformity of motion in general throughout entire galaxies, solar 

systems and indeed throughout our universe.   

  

Nor is what we know of the greater or lesser force, quantum mechanics, quantum theory, suddenly the 

savior of all the modern day fiction in the name of science; from sub-atomic (quantum), chemical, stellar 

on through cosmic evolution.  IT IS ALL OR VIRTUALLY ALL TOTAL RUBBISH; BECAUSE ALL THESE PEOPLE 

ARE DESPERARELY TRYING TO LEAVE TRUTH (GOD) OUT OF THE EQUATION; when I am showing the 

world in laymen's terms why it is foolish to do so.  Because then just about everything you THINK you 

KNOW is nothing more than fairy tales, imaginations, and in my opinion, what passes for science these 

days isn't even clever science fiction; but rather childish imaginations; easily refuted, and that are 

damnable heresies leading mass millions away from KNOWING our CREATOR and LEARNING FROM HIM 

directly!  True Science will ALWAYS lead to knowing HIM who is TRUTH!  http://biblehub.com/john/14-

6.htm  There is NO "natural" explanation for what we observe ubiquitously about our universe; about 

reality, BECAUSE the ENTIRE UNIVERSE is not only SUPERNATURAL IN ORIGIN; IT IS SUPERNATURAL IN 

ESSENCE!   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-of-the-sciences-and-great-scientific-minds-

in-their-own-words/567609163318047 

  

https://youtu.be/CtJ8Jjma5cM -  http://biblehub.com/john/8-24.htm   the ENTIRE HOLY BIBLE testifies 

of YAHOSHUAH  http://biblehub.com/john/5-39.htm, all the Prophets testify of YAHOSHUAH 

 http://biblehub.com/luke/24-27.htm  and   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-

is-the-fulfillment-of-the-law-torah-and-prophets/579365918809038   ALL CREATION AND THE STARS 

TESTIFIES OF YAHOSHUAH  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM, the NAMES of the first 

men on earth testify of YAHOSHUAH  http://www.bible-codes.org/images/Slide1-names-bible.JPG   and 

YAHOSHUAH MADE IT VERY CLEAR  http://www.letusreason.org/trin16.htm   that HE AS GOD was to be 

worshiped so much so that even the rocks would do so if men, women and children didn't 

 http://biblehub.com/luke/19-40.htm   so the wise will come to their senses and call upon YAHOSHUAH 

right now, while the foolish will perish in their sins; just as He says.  GOD will change anyone who comes 

to Him, but not as long as they persist in such incredible delusions to their own destruction as to deny 

who He is.    https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188  the ONE TRUE GOD  http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm   

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/teach-the-children-truth-teach-them-

well/515687638510200 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPqEEZa2Gis - quantum mechanics and quantum theory; nor any 

other modern so called cosmological theory rationally explains what we plainly observe not only in our 

planet, in our solar system and galaxy but what we have observed to date about our universe. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyOtIsnG71U - none of the scientific theories to date rationally 

explain the existence of the universe and what we all can observe about it and yet we have all kinds of 

people WHO THOUGH THEY HAVE NO RATIONAL EXPLANATION WHATSOEVER for the universe (hence 

themselves), laugh, mock and sneer at anyone who even mentions GOD, YAHOSHUAH, our Eternal 

Creator and HOW they also can KNOW Him and learn from Him personally. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CgKmfInv_k -  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEH6tDLKcVU -  

I have looked at ALL KINDS of demonstrations regarding gases, liquids, solids, chemicals, metals, and 

even experiments conducted on the space station and NONE of them offer explanation for WHY virtually 

all matter is spinning, vibrating, traveling in wobbling, spiral waves throughout the universe.  (And yet 

people without even realizing they DO NOT have even a rational explanation for their own existence; 

immediately start insulting me for saying I refuse to be equally baffled by all the b.s. they so religiously 

hold dear and, contrary to their insupportable worldviews, rather assert that the ONLY rational 

explanation for it all is in FACT the Biblical Account of Creation.  (thorough examination of the HOLY 

BIBLE is LONG OVERDUE by billions on earth today - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-bible/621311364614493  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-

1/611082142304082)   

  

Now I know other believers might have problems with my dream of seeing all the mass of the universe 

in an enormous burning molten ball that was spun by our Creator and the various globules of 

superheated mass then went spinning off in all directions with many explosions following BUT the 

conservation of momentum and centripetal force and other common laws of motion are a far BETTER 

explanation than any so called scientific theories of today for WHY there is SO MUCH consistency of 

motion for virtually every object in our universe. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqpPi8wNed8 - now SOUND, sonar levitation, begins to 

demonstrate how many objects can all be set in motion at once and in vibrations and other common 

principles, trajectories and vectors.  THIS WOULD SUPPORT THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT OF GOD SPOKE; not 

any of the rubbish, so-called text book explanations being taught in public schools all over the world 

today!  (not any modern theories proposed to date by "scientists". 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposII  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-care/814117475333880) 

  

It is clear to me that LEAVING GOD OUT OF THE EQUATION RESULTS IN fiction, deception, fantasy, 

confusion, and eventually delusions, insanity and depravity.   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-

science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-

the-insane/492209810857983 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-so-much-suffering/735857516493210 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/contrasts-and-conflicts/823997797679181 

  

I have read so many books, that it's difficult to refer to them just by title.  There are books by Enoch, 

that seem to confirm what I saw of the origin of universe.  IF the model I saw of HOW GOD could make a 

New Heavens and earth (visible universe) is the way He made this one, then the sphere of molten 

matter was sent spinning a great velocity at the outer surface; but then the matter close to the origin 

would not have been spinning nearly as rapidly.  BASED on the dream, that would mean galaxies and 

stars and all matter in general AT THE OUTER REACHES of the universe would all be GENERALLY moving 

more rapidly; than galaxies closer to the universal origin (unless there were explosions of those 

particular galaxies or galaxies nearby).  THESE MOTIONS are what I saw of galaxies, solar systems, 

etc.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU&list=PL818CA79A85DFB977  and because even 

photons are flying off or exploding off rotating, spinning masses, they also travel as such spiraling, 

wobbling particles (earth is doing so on a larger scale, solar systems are doing so on a larger scale and 
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yes, even galaxies are doing so on a yet larger scale).  Laws of motion affecting mass no matter how 

large or small to greater and lesser extents.  

  

Now depending on how long the visible universe has actually existed, would depend on how long 

entropy, gravity, and all the other thought to be "natural" laws of energy and matter have worn down 

that initial velocity of the Beginning of WHY mass in the universe is spinning, rotating and revolving, 

(spiraling outwardly from the origin of the universe).  And as such collisions, gravity and other reasons 

related to entropy would be having somewhat of an adversarial effect on the rate or velocity of 

universal expansion.  (It is NOT accelerating)  But based on what I SAW, objects, galaxies that are moving 

more rapidly would be closer to the outer portions of the visible universe (except for explosions) than 

galaxies that are closer together and not expanding as rapidly from each other (those would generally 

be closer to the universal origin; again with the exclusion of explosions and collisions).  

  

Universal Time in the Space Time Continuum is the distance traveled from the Universal Origin and can 

be measured at any designated increment desired!  Thus BASED on what I saw, objects in the universe 

can be mapped.  I said that we are all moving through time and space in one or more of my notes and 

that is true based on this concept.  I have been meditating on "time travel" for decades but more 

recently quite intensely and this is my present conclusion.  I write this not by Divine Revelation; only by 

deep meditation, concentration, directed thought. 

  

While we can physically intersect with any object in the Space Time Continuum (the universe) from 

NOW - forward, I cannot conceive of a technology that would enable travel into the past of a physical 

object.  I know Spiritually remote viewing and "time travel" can be done; but I cannot think of any way a 

PHYSICAL object via any technology could travel from NOW to a location IN THE PAST.  (Short of Divine 

Supernatural Intervention)  Let me explain further.  I have meditated DEEPLY on those who CLAIM warp 

speeds would enable time travel into the past and in my own opinion they are mistaken.  VELOCITY 

alone will NEVER enable time travel into the past and let me explain why.  

  

All objects in the Space Time Continuum, the universe are moving in a trajectory or vector based on the 

motion our Creator set all matter moving in, initially.  Now collisions and explosions can change those 

vectors and trajectories but notwithstanding all bodies set in motion tend to stay in motion along the 

vector and trajectory initiated.  As such, we can accurately predict and intersect any object in space 

accordingly; moving forward into the future from NOW.  (Hence landings on the moon and mars, 

pictures of objects by our space probes etc.)  BUT it is by extrapolation into the future and based on laws 

of motion and other physics that we are able to do this.  I have thought LONG and HARD on this idea of 

warp speeds and what effect such velocities would have.  



  

Everything in all Creation is Defined by our Creator, YAHOSHUAH; no one else.  Thus the MAXIMUM 

VELOCITY of anyone or anything is the SPEED of HIS DIVINE THOUGHT.  (GOD Alone determines limits 

within the universe; no one else; another reason why e=mc^2 is total rubbish).  But let us imagine 

traveling EVEN FASTER than the speed of light in a vacuum squared!  Let us imagine ourselves traveling 

faster than all mass and energy in the universe!  (not spiritually traveling but PHYSICALLY moving our 

bodies, our mass from NOW; right HERE and right NOW to any other location in the universe.  NO 

MATTER HOW FAST WE TRAVEL, we are traveling at NOW + that awesome velocity!  In other words as 

we approach the maximum velocity of ALL mass and energy in the universe; all that happens is that 

those objects appear to be moving more slowly; or even almost fixed in Time and Space as we zip from 

location to location.  NO MATTER HOW FAST WE DO IT!  In other words, while it is possible to visit 

locations from NOW moving forward in time (Now PLUS any velocity you can imagine), NO MATTER 

HOW FAST THAT IS, we would NEVER be moving BACK in time.  

  

Even if we moved so FAST we could physically visit every object in the universe it would still be NOW, 

and NOW PLUS any elapsed time (the distances all objects are moving from the origin of the universe or 

the distance they move in the NOW PLUS).  NO MATTER HOW FAST an object moves it is always NOW 

PLUS; it never becomes NOW minus or travel into the past.   As far as I can contemplate, travel into the 

past would require Supernatural Power (only accomplished by Divine Permission and Faith); not any 

technology available to physics or any other science.  In other words, I KNOW mapping the universe, 

past, present and future is possible and physically traveling to any location in NOW (forward = NOW 

PLUS elapsed time; no matter how small the increment, to travel the desired distance in the universe) is 

technologically possible; but even though we can map the locations objects were in the past, physically 

traveling to their past location is purely fantasy; (time travel into the past is NOT technologically 

possible; at least not along the train of thought that incredible velocities (warp speeds) would enable 

it).  As far as I can tell at present, it would only be possible by Divine Permission and by His Power.  I 

know we can map the past; but even when I have tried to think of some kind of magnet or force (staging 

a device in a fixed location in the space time continuum) that could bring us from the present into that 

location in the past (like a beacon that somehow identifies that particular location in time and space); 

more specifically if quantum coupling can be achieved on a much larger scale and at greater distances 

than at present then one day we may be able to send information and perhaps even matter virtually 

instantaneously anywhere in the mapped universe.  However, even this coupling seems to only be 

achieved in the NOW and the NOW future; I have yet to read or see evidence that such coupling is 

possible between NOW and the NOW past.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_entanglement  and 

 http://www.iflscience.com/physics/einsteins-spooky-action-distance-confirmed-new-quantum-

experiment  and  http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/physics/spooky-action-distance.html  At present, I 

come up only with spiritual solutions and only by the Permission of the Lord of Universe Himself.  (So all 

those "Back to the Future" movies; while nice to dream about, are in my frank opinion; after decades of 

meditation; not feasible) 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FQuantum_entanglement&h=iAQGXDR7o&s=1
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Again, I am not saying time travel into the past isn't possible, I am saying the only way I know how is 

spiritually, similar to a remote viewing concept, only actual spiritual travel (persons without mass - 

angels/spirits/ghosts).  

  

I think PHYSICAL time travel into the past is one of those areas our Creator tells His Children that it is an 

area reserved for Him and only by His Permission.  

  

http://biblehub.com/acts/8-40.htm 

Philip and the Ethiopian …39When they came up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord snatched Philip 

away; and the eunuch no longer saw him, but went on his way rejoicing. 40But Philip found himself at 

Azotus, and as he passed through he kept preaching the gospel to all the cities until he came to 

Caesarea. 

  

I'm not citing this passage to say God took Philip into the past, I am only citing it to show God can 

physically place people wherever (and whenever) He chooses. 

  

I wrote this primarily as an insert that none of us should ever leave our Creator out of the equation, out 

of our observations and our interpretations of our observations; otherwise we can and often do 

MISinterpret them. 

  

Understand I am not against a healthy imagination whatsoever; but also understand why I am so angry 

with all the crap these days being taught in the name of science.  The HOLY BIBLE, Biblical Account of 

Creation, has withstood the test of time, all archaeological finds to date have supported the historicity 

of the text.  The HOLY BIBLE FACTUALLY has ubiquitous support of all true science to date!  While the 

evolutionary constructs DO NOT have ANY rational support or empirical evidence whatsoever! 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-

science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184  For those of us who KNOW our Creator, we 

know it is EXTREMELY evil, to tell little kids, there is no GOD, when there MOST DEFINITELY IS ONE and 

ANYONE can both KNOW and LEARN FROM HIM directly!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618  It is a vile thing in the extreme, to tell little kids they are 

nothing more than animals; instead of the Divine Creations that each and every one of them actually 

are!  LYING TO CHILDREN; especially about matters of life, death and ever-lasting destinies for perverse 

purposes; intentionally sodomizing/perverting them, brainwashing them, is outright assault and abuse 
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of a horrendous magnitude; a magnitude that our Creator says is punishable by the ever-lasting flames 

of damnation, because such persons are leading innocent children AWAY FROM KNOWING AND 

COMMUNICATING DIRECTLY WITH OUR ETERNAL CREATOR; and should such persons die in their sins, it 

will not go well with their souls!   

  

I HAVE DIED, and been resuscitated so I KNOW BEYOND ALL DOUBT, that YAHOSHUAH is the ONE TRUE 

GOD; having seen Him face to face!  I experienced His Power and Virtues in ways that words fail to 

describe; but suffice it to say it transcends BY FAR all the power, mass and energy in the entire universe! 

 To keep people from knowing Him is cruelty on a scale that GOD says will bring everlasting 

consequences upon all doing so; if they fail to repent of such monumental wickedness.   

  

Teaching such obvious fiction in the name of science these days, not only causes massive suffering upon 

individuals, nations and the world at present but affects EVERLASTING destinies!  It is terrible in such a 

severe way, that anger hardly describes the way I feel about it.  Men and women are losing their 

livelihoods all because in a ONCE PROUD CHRISTIAN nation, suddenly antichrists have slithered in 

corrupting EVERYTHING, to the point sane and learned people are being fired because they refuse to 

teach this garbage to children!  If our government still had persons like those who founded our nation, 

all those marching in their sodomite parades would be under arrest, all those murdering babies likewise, 

all those brainwashing children would be under arrest for multiple accounts of aggravated assault!   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/separation-of-church-and-state-is-

impossible/752446214834340 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-

of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-

america/632305113515118 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/strategies-of-war/674592165953079 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/observable-divine-judgments/732720553473573 

  

READ THOSE NOTES AND UNDERSTAND THAT LYING TO CHILDREN IN THIS WAY AND KEEPING THEM 

FROM KNOWING GOD ACTUALLY CAUSES SEVERE IGNORANCE, PERVERSITY AND WICKEDNESS SO 

ATROCIOUS THAT IT DESTROYS INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, NATIONS, AND IS LEADING TO THE 

DESTRUCTION OF OUR WORLD! 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/america-is-under-attack/699844766761152 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/americans-and-citizens-of-the-world-freedom-

and-life-comes-from-god/748905988521696 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-care/814117475333880 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-so-much-suffering/735857516493210 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/contrasts-and-conflicts/823997797679181 

  

Everyone needs to KNOW GOD and learn from Him directly, then our interpretations of what we 

observe in Creation will not suddenly go against all accumulated knowledge to date (like claiming the 

expansion of the universe is accelerating or that the theory of relativity is anything but fantasy/fiction; 

along with much of modern theoretical physics). 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-

lies/622590531153243 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-

proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-1/719346771477618 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-made-salvation-easy/737032859709009 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-

2/733693013376327 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-

bible/520171808061783 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/reasons-to-serve-god/829863873759240 
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